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OVERVIEW

In 2016, hotel brands launched a series of initiatives to entice consumers 
to book through their direct channels, primarily their Brand.com websites, 
rather than choosing to book through a third-party aggregator. These efforts 
focused around an offer of membership in the hotel brand loyalty programs 
which then enabled the new members to qualify for discounts on their 
current and future bookings. 

The results of these campaigns were evaluated using the Kalibri Labs 
industrywide database of over 25,000 U.S. hotels that is updated monthly. 
The Kalibri Labs database is the only industry database with validated 
costs and daily transactions sourced directly from the hotel systems. Kalibri 
Labs aggregates and anonymizes the data for accurate reporting on issues 
related to strategic distribution analysis at a property, brand, chain and 
industry level. Following the deployment of the Book Direct programs by 
almost ten hotel chains throughout 2016, questions arose around whether 
consumer behavior could be changed to shift more bookings toward the 
Brand.com channel and if so, to what degree and at what cost.

Many in the industry speculated about how these campaigns had played 
out and differed about the correct way to evaluate the results. Besides 
using hypothetical data sets, most early analyses by third party vendors and 
hotel operators focused on a single stay transactional view which compared 
the cost of a new customer through Brand.com, including the loyalty 
program discounts, versus the same booking through an OTA. 

These direct booking programs were built on the goal of growing the loyalty 
member base and driving guest preference to direct channels. The hotel 
brands’ objectives called for an additional evaluation of program success 
based around the value of repeat guests or a “lifetime value analysis.” 
This approach entails an assessment of the costs and value brought to a 
hotel based on the potential future stays of a guest. For example, if one 
assumes that there may be a higher upfront cost for loyalty members, but 
that the return cost is lower for each subsequent visit it may yield an overall 
lower average cost per stay after eventual returns. This scenario could be 
contrasted to the practice of paying the same, potentially rising, average 
cost to attract new customers each time in order to fill a hotel every day 
without the benefit of a loyalty base. 

Executive  
Summary

© 2017 Kalibri Labs, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

There were four primary takeaways from the study. 

1.  Consumer Behavior drove Channel Shift in Favor of Brand.com 
There was clear evidence of faster growth in Brand.com when compared 
to the OTA channel. This was true of both revenue and room nights when 
compared to the prior year before the direct booking campaigns were 
launched. 

2.  Net ADR of Brand.com Loyalty rates were higher than Net ADR of 
OTA rates  
When comparing average rates net of direct transaction costs such as 
channel fees, commissions and loyalty costs, the Brand.com rates that 
loyalty members booked were 8.6% higher than the net average rates 
of OTA transactions. As the rates are based on actual transactions, this 
takes into account all discounting related to the campaigns.

3.  Results Reflected Net Positive Revenue Outcomes 
When actual 2016 results were compared to projected outcomes based 
on a statistical regression model, the results pointed to a net positive 
revenue outcome. While the model recognized potential rate trade down 
in 14-17% of Brand.com room nights, the median Net Revenue benefit 
for the sample was between +$9,000 to +$33,000 per hotel when taking 
into account all discounts, trade downs, loyalty and commissions costs 
for the subset of the business that was targeted by these campaigns 
(retail transient).

4.  Loyalty is a Powerful Driver of Demand and Growth is Strong 
The 2016 loyalty contribution across the upper midscale, upscale and 
upper upscale segments ranged from 40-60% meaning that 4-6 out 
of every 10 room nights were driven by loyalty members. The growth 
in loyalty contribution in the Kalibri Labs database from 2015 to 2016 
was consistent with the brand reports of 30-40% growth in membership 
over the previous year. Hotel chains reported record numbers of new 
members with similar recurrence patterns as their normal new member 
population.

© 2017 Kalibri Labs, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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THE STUDY

The study examined stays from May-December 2016 when most hotel 
chains had Book Direct campaigns in the marketplace. There were two 
components to the analysis. The first was a purely transactional view 
looking at performance, cost and potential trade-down. The second looked 
at the longer-term upside or “lifetime value” of incremental loyalty members 
and how many recurring guests would need to be added for hotels to 
compensate for any upfront costs.

For the transactional component, there were several sets of metrics 
derived from examination of 12,000 hotels participating in the Book Direct 
programs. This reflected 52 million transactions that were in the upper 
midscale, upscale and upper upscale hotel segments; data for luxury, 
midscale and economy hotels were not available for evaluation at the time 
the study was conducted. Parts of this analysis were done in aggregate 
and parts were done through evaluations of each individual hotel in the 
study. All average rates (ADR) and revenue were compared after direct 
transaction costs were removed. This means that commissions, transaction 
fees, channel costs and loyalty costs were subtracted from each booking 
so that comparisons from year to year or between booking channels were 
based on Net ADR or Net Revenue results to more accurately reflect 
the value contribution to the hotel. The analysis was intentionally limited 
to Transient Retail business as it is the part of the business that would 
be affected by these programs. For that reason, groups and meetings, 
corporate negotiated and other contracted business were not included in 
the campaign evaluation.

THE UNIVERSE FOR BOOK DIRECT: TRANSIENT RETAIL BUSINESS 
MAY-DECEMBER 2016

Included Rate Codes: “Retail Plus”

• Rack/BAR/Flexible Rate 
• Automobile Club/AAA 
• Senior Rate/AARP 
• Advance Purchase 
• Long Term Stay 
• Transient - Discount 
• Transient - Consortia 
• Transient - Promotion 
• Transient - Loyalty Promotion 
• Transient - Package 
• Loyalty Member Pricing

Total Transient Production 
Demand Share (room nights)

RETAIL 62% 
CORPORATE 22% 
GOVERNMENT 4% 
OTHER TRANSIENT 2% 
FIT WHOLESALE 2% 
HIGH DISCOUNT 8%

© 2017 Kalibri Labs, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

•  In aggregate, the 12,000 hotels in the study demonstrated healthy room night 
and revenue growth from May through December 2016 compared to the same 
period in 2015 with room night growth of 7.8% and Net Revenue growth of 
9.3%.

•  During this same timeframe, the Net ADR figures for the discounted Book 
Direct loyalty member rates booked through Brand.com were higher than the 
Net ADRs booked through the retail and merchant-model OTA channels by an 
average of 8.6%. Opaque OTA business was not included in the analysis.

•  On an individual hotel basis, a linear regression model was run to determine 
how each hotel would fare if the Book Direct/Member Rate program had not 
been deployed and the hotel ran “business as usual”. This “stress test” was 
designed to isolate the results of the campaign and determine if each hotel 
over- or under-performed relative to a forecasted reasonable expectation. This 
expectation was based on the hotel’s prior three-year history with a projection 
forward into 2016. At the end of 2016, actual performance was documented 
based on all bookings that were transacted and they reflected all prevailing 
conditions during the study timeframe including trade down to discounted 
member rates, dimming/de-ranking by OTAs and shifts between channels.

•  When looking at results for 2016 compared to the projection in the statistical 
model, the actual OTA share of room nights in 2016 was considerably lower 
than the forecast, shown as the orange lines in the figure below (Retail 
Transient Demand Share Mix).

•  The actual Brand.com room night share for 2016 was considerably higher 
than forecast, shown as the blue lines below (Retail Transient Demand Share 
Mix). This illustrates that the Book Direct campaigns accomplished a shift of 
consumers from the OTA to the Brand.com channel.

RETAIL TRANSIENT ROOM NIGHTS DEMAND SHARE MIX

The 2016 actual  Brand.com 
demand share was 2-3 points 
higher than the stat ist ical 
forecast and 3-4 points 
above 2015 actual ,  whi le 
OTA fel l  0-2 points below the 
forecast and was only 0-2 
points above 2015 actual .

© 2017 Kalibri Labs, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS CONTINUED...

•  Many more consumers than forecasted opted for Brand.com and the 
overall industry performance yielded healthy growth on room nights and Net 
Revenue. 

•  When comparing rates net of direct transaction costs (i.e., commissions, 
channel fees, loyalty costs) and any discounts offered as part of the member 
rate promotions, there was a net rate premium favoring Brand.com and other 
direct channel bookings.

•  In evaluating the effect of rate discounting,14-17% of the Brand.com room 
nights had lower revenue values than were forecasted in the regression 
model, likely due to trade down in rate. However, this was accompanied by 
a channel shift from the OTA channel in 28-30% of the room nights, yielding 
a median net positive revenue outcome of $9,000 - $33,000 per hotel during 
the study period in the hotel segments studied (i.e., upper midscale, upscale 
and upper upscale).

•  Taking the Net Revenue results into account relative to the expected 
performance in Brand.com and OTA, the outcome for the 12,000 hotels 
examined formed a bell curve distribution with approximately 70% of hotels at 
the median level ($9,000-$33,000) and another 10-15% that had a net result 
that was more positive than the median. There was another 10-15% that had 
a result that was below the median performance. (Note: some hotels below 
the median were still net positive)

•  This result was based strictly on the transactional analysis described above; 
that is, this result accounts for only the first-time bookings of new loyalty 
members and does not incorporate the future repeat usage or “lifetime value” 
of those members. This means their initial switching costs, including the 
member rate discounts and trade downs, are incorporated here but any cost-
savings or additional future revenue is not. 

% ROOM NIGHTS UNDER NET ADR* TREND

*Net ADR reflects the Contribution to 
Operating Profit and Expense (COPE); 
this is guest paid revenue less direct 
transaction-related fees including 
commissions, channel costs and loyalty 
costs.

There were 14-17% of the 
Brand.com room nights 
that fe l l  below the net ADR 
forecasted in the regression 
model and 28-30% of the 
OTA room nights were also 
below the forecast,  making 
the median net result  a 
posit ive revenue of between  
($9,000 - $33,000) for about 
70% of the hotels in the 
sample.

© 2017 Kalibri Labs, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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TRANSACTIONAL VS. LIFETIME VALUE ANALYSIS

Besides the examination of one-time transactions, the study also examined 
repeat usage of guests by conducting a “lifetime value analysis.” If a hotel 
still benefited from the campaign (as evidenced by the hotels with a $9,000 
- $33,000 positive outcome) when evaluated on a transactional basis, 
how much more benefit would they accrue based on the lifetime value (i.e. 
adding in the net contribution of subsequent visits) of the incremental new 
loyalty program members? Given that many hotels receive 40%-60% of 
their room nights from their loyalty base, what is it worth to the hotel to 
strengthen and grow the room night contribution from that base? 

Based on loyalty program statistics provided by the participating hotel 
chains for the average number of stays, length of stay and net average 
rates, it appears that if most hotels added between 35-70 new, recurring 
members who return an average of 2-3 more times, they would compensate 
for the median level of trade down in Brand.com due to the member rate 
discounts.  A residual benefit is a larger base of loyalty contribution, as 
a hotel would have fewer rooms left to fill through non-loyalty channels. 
The typical loyalty sign-up growth rate cited by the major brands in 2016 
was 30-40%, which was almost double the growth rate of previous years. 
Although not available through the data examined for this research study, 
the participating hotel chains reported to Kalibri Labs that repeat stays from 
the new members added through the Book Direct campaigns matched the 
recurrence rate of new members unrelated to the Book Direct programs.

However, beyond positive transactional results, a key question surrounding 
the efficacy of the Book Direct programs is: what is the benefit of a deeper 
base of loyalty members worth? 

1.  If loyalty members will be more engaged because the hotel can deliver 
better service based on known personal preferences, and 

2.  The hotel can enhance the digital and offline experience to entice return, 
guests are likely to increase their frequency of return and on-property 
spend. 

3.  Further to this, loyalty members are the heaviest users of mobile apps 
and have the highest propensity to enter brand websites without passing 
through search engines or other intermediaries. Bypassing meta and 
search sites will result in a cumulative reduction in acquisition costs 
benefiting both individual hotels and brands. 

4.  For full service hotels, offering optional premium products/services and/
or ancillary revenue opportunities, such as food and beverage and 
recreation based on higher engagement levels and known preferences 
creates another opportunity for some hotels to personalize the consumer 
experience. 

These advantages are outside the scope of the analysis in this study but 
should be noted as they may be significant and can yield improvements to 
the overall economic health of the industry. © 2017 Kalibri Labs, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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CONCLUSION

The study sample of 12,000 hotels and 52 million transactions confirmed 
that channel shift occurred with more rapid growth in Brand.com and 
slowed growth in the OTA channel during the study period. On a strictly 
transactional basis, taking into account all costs and discounting related 
to the Book Direct campaigns, the result is a positive Net Revenue for 
approximately 80-85% of the hotels in the sample of $9,000-$33,000 or 
more. However, in examining a sustainable longer-term perspective, it calls 
for a deeper dive into the loyalty aspect of the initiative.

There is a powerful perceived benefit in growing a loyalty base by hotel 
brands and third-party intermediaries alike. This study examined the 
early days of the hotel brand initiatives which focused on leveraging rate 
discounts to incent a shift in consumer behavior. As discounting is an 
expensive tactic that is not highly sustainable, the study highlights the 
opportunity for the hotel brands to optimize the loyalty/affinity programs to 
ensure they result in a deeper base of members so that:

 1.  Each hotel benefits with reduced cost of acquisition due to more 
recurring guests at a lower average net cost and 

2.  The consumer benefits from a superior stay experience that more closely 
aligns with their preferences.

© 2017 Kalibri Labs, LLC. All Rights Reserved.




